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Abstract—This paper presents a practical low-density paritycheck (LDPC) coded OFDM system designed for the underwater
acoustic channel with its attendant sparse multipath channel and
Doppler effects. The carrier frequency offset (CFO) and channel
state information (CSI) are assumed unavailable to both to the
transmitter and the receiver. Several different receiver structures
are considered, all of which perform CFO/channel estimation,
detection and decoding in an iterative manner. The convergence
behavior of the iterative receivers and their asymptotic performance are evaluated using the extrinsic information transfer
(EXIT) chart method. OFDM receiver performance is further
evaluated through simulations and field tests in shallow water.
Index Terms—OFDM, low-density parity-check codes, underwater acoustic communications, iterative receiver, carrier
frequency offset, Matching Pursuits, EXIT chart.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE FUNDAMENTAL obstacles to robust underwater
acoustic communications (UAC) are the long multipath
delay and large Doppler effects [1], [2]. The main advantage of
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is that
since each subcarrier only experiences flat fading, complex
time-domain equalizers are not necessary [3]. Thus, OFDM is
an attractive choice for such a channel as the cyclic prefix (CP)
eliminates intersymbol interference (ISI) and high data rates
using coherent transmission can be achieved. While OFDM
provides simple channel equalization in the frequency domain,
it is well known that its performance is sensitive to CFO due
to local oscillator mismatches and Doppler shifts caused by
motion. CFO destroys the orthogonality of the subcarriers,
thus causing intercarrier interference (ICI) [4]. Due to the slow
speed of sound in water (c = 1500 m/s), even small platform
motions can affect the performance of the system significantly
[5], thus the time-varying CFO must be accurately tracked and
compensated for. Therefore OFDM for the UAC requires agile
and accurate tracking of the CFO and multipath channel.
We focus on robust receiver solutions where the CFO
and channel are estimated on a symbol-by-symbol basis, in
contrast to recursive nonlinear filtering algorithms which are
subject to divergence [6], [7]. Current applications of OFDM
to underwater communications appear in [5], [8]–[15]. Recently, zero-padded (ZP)-OFDM with the overlap-add method
[8], [12]–[15] was introduced for UAC applications, where the
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parameters are also estimated on a symbol-by-symbol basis,
but iterative decoding/estimation is not considered. It is shown
that ZP-OFDM may outperform CP-OFDM if appropriate
receivers are used [16]. However, we focus on CP-OFDM
here in order to a) avoid the SNR loss [17] incurred in ZPOFDM with the overlap-add method and b) avoid the possible
extra receiver complexity as in [16] to obtain the performance
benefits of ZP-OFDM. There are many approaches in the
literature to CFO tracking and CE for OFDM systems. In
separable CFO/CE, channel independent CFO estimation is
first performed [18]–[20], and the offset-corrected signal is
used for CE [21], [22]. In [6], joint estimation is performed by
the extended Kalman filter, in which the second-order statistics
of the channel are assumed available. The CFOE/CE also can
be performed iteratively [23]–[25]. Note however that [23]–
[25] only consider uncoded systems. Iterative receivers for
LDPC-coded OFDM over the UAC are studied here which
are based on the Turbo principle. The Turbo principle was
originally developed for decoding concatenated codes [26] and
has since been applied to equalization [27], channel estimation
[28]–[36], and synchronization [37].
The first contribution of the paper is the development of
a channel estimator for UAC OFDM based on the Matching
Pursuits (MP) algorithm [38]–[43]. We showed in [38] that
MP is well suited to the UAC, since this channel is often very
sparse [44]. Among existing CE techniques for OFDM, twodimensional Wiener filtering [45] is optimal in the minimum
mean-square error sense. However, such filtering has high
computational complexity and requires accurate channel autocorrelation estimates which are difficult to obtain in the UAC.
Conventional CE for OFDM is performed in the frequency
domain [3]. However, time domain CE may be preferred in
order to exploit the sparse nature of the channel [21]. An MP
algorithm was also proposed for OFDM in [46], however, it
assumes temporal channel correlation between symbols which
might not be appropriate for the UAC.
The second contribution is that we design, analyze and
compare different OFDM iterative receiver structures with
decoding of LDPC codes [47], [48]. In order to design the iterative algorithm, two fundamental components are modeled for
message-passing. For the first scheme (Fig. 1a), we partition
the receiver into a) CFO/channel estimator and detector and b)
LDPC decoder. For the second scheme (Fig. 1b), we partition
the receiver into a) the “super decoder” (which consists of
the variable node decoder in the LDPC decoder, CFO/channel
estimators, and detector) and b) the check node decoder in
the LDPC decoder, as in [49]. The main difference is that the
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Fig. 1: Iterative Receiver Block Diagrams.
receiver in Fig. 1a has two iterative loops while the receiver in
Fig. 1b has only one iterative loop. The proposed receivers are
analyzed and compared using the EXIT chart and simulations.
The third contribution is that improved power allocation
between the pilots and data is found through the EXIT chart
analysis. Boosting pilot subcarriers over data subcarriers is
suggested for rapidly varying channels [50]–[52] to ensure
estimation quality. In [53], the optimal power allocation for a
given transmit power budget is determined for a non-iterative
receiver. However, we show that a greater portion of the
total transmitted power can be allocated to the data for the
iterative receiver, since both pilots and decoder-generated a
posteriori probabilities (APPs) are used for CFOE/CE. Finally,
simulations confirm the advantages of the proposed design,
and preliminary underwater field test results are provided.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives the mathematical formulation of the signal and the
receiver architectures. In Sections III and IV, we design the
iterative CFO and sparse channel estimator based on MP al-

gorithms. The EXIT chart analysis is conducted in Section V.
Simulation and underwater test results are presented in Section
VI, and Section VII gives conclusions.
N otation : A denotes a matrix and a is a vector. (·)m
denotes the mth element if (·) is a vector or mth column if
(·) is a matrix. Ie , Le denotes the mutual information (MI)
and the L-value respectively at the edge Ie of the iterative
estimator/decoders in Fig. 1.
II. S IGNAL AND S YSTEM M ODEL
The system specification for the underwater OFDM system
considered in this paper is given in Table I and based on the
following considerations. The system should be designed such
that [11] a) the CP length is greater than the channel maximum
delay spread, b) the subcarrier bandwidth is much narrower
than the coherence bandwidth (inverse of delay spread). The
overall system bandwidth is set to 4 KHz based on our current
testbed capability. The unused subcarriers serve as a guard
band, and all the pilot subcarriers have equal power.
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δ
where ζn = t̃n ∗ fn , ∗ is the convolution operator and  = Δf
is the normalized CFO. In practice, the samples yn are affected
by a common accumulated phase due to CFO. However, since
the channel is estimated independently on each symbol, the
accumulated phase can be absorbed into each ζn in (1).

TABLE I: OFDM System specifications
FFT size (Ns )
Number of Data subcarriers
Number of pilots
Cyclic prefix Ratio (Rcp )
Carrier Frequency
Bandwidth
Subcarrier BW
Cyclic prefix duration
Symbol duration with CP
Data rate (uncoded/coded)
ADC/DAC Frequency
Modulation Order
CFO search resolution
LDPC decoder
dv,i
av,i
bv,i
2
0.4583
0.2895
3
0.3333
0.3158
6
0.2083
0.3947

512
336
48 (uniformly distributed)
1/8
24 KHz
4 KHz (22 - 26 KHz)
7.81 Hz
16 ms
144 ms
4666bps, 2333bps
96 KHz (TI 6713C board)
QPSK
512 points
(672,336) half-rate 802.16e
dc,i
ac,i
bc,i
6
0.6666
0.6316
7
0.3333
0.3684
–
–

B. Receiver
It is convenient to express the received samples
in vector form after CP removal. The channel
matrix F
∈
CNs ×Ns is circulant with first
column
given
by
[f0 , f1 , · · · fNf −1 , 0, · · · , 0]T .
The frequency offset matrix E() ∈
CNs ×Ns is
i2π/Ns
i2π(Ns −1)/Ns
E() =
diag {1, e
,··· ,e
}. Then
the received sampled vector y = [y0 , y1 , · · · , yNs −1 ]T after
removing the CP is,
y = E()FWH s + n,

A. Transmitter and Channel
Consider an OFDM system with Ns subcarriers and Ng
Nyquist samples comprising the CP guard interval, so that
Ng = Rcp Ns where Rcp is the ratio of the CP length to the
total number of subcarriers. For an OFDM symbol duration
Ts , Δf = T1s is the subcarrier spacing. Pilot symbol assisted
modulation (PSAM) [54] is applied. The bit sequence is
LDPC encoded and interleaved bit-wise. Adjacent interleaved
bit pairs are grouped and modulated via Gray coded QPSK.
The pilot tones are then multiplexed with data symbols. The
transmitted signal can be expressed as the sum of orthogonal
pilots and data, sk = pk + dk where pk × dk = 0 for
0 ≤ k ≤ Ns − 1. Note pk = dk = 0 in a guard band. We
define a vector s = [s0 , s1 , · · · , sNs −1 ]T and vectors p and d
are defined similarly, satisfying s = p + d. The time-domain
OFDM symbol t is generated by the Inverse Fourier Transform
(IFFT) (t = WH s) where W ∈ CNs ×Ns is the FFT matrix,
with Wn,m = √1N e−i2π(n−1)(m−1)/Ns . Then the CP is added
s
such that t̃ = [tNs −Ng , · · · , tNs −1 , t0 , · · · , tNs −1 ]T .
The Doppler distortion can be quite severe in the UAC
comprising both a bulk shift and spread. Following [8], [14],
we model the Doppler effect as a pure CFO, i.e. a pure
Doppler shift for algorithm development purposes. However,
since the channel is estimated on a symbol-by-symbol basis,
and assumed independent between symbols, our receivers can
accommodate additional Doppler spreads that are a fraction of
the symbol rate. Note that this CFO model for Doppler taken
from [8], [14], although simplified, yielded a robust receiver
design with excellent field test results at 12-20m depth and 0.52.5 km distance. This simplified model is applicable to shallow
water transmission with range much greater than depth, where
the multipath arrival angles are similar, and the Doppler shift
effect is dominated by transmitter/receiver relative motion.
The multipath channel and CFO are assumed to be static in
one OFDM symbol but independent between symbols. Define
the multi-path channel vector f = [f0 , f1 , · · · , fNf −1 ]T ,
where Nf is the maximum delay spread of the channel. We
assume a sufficient CP length to avoid ISI (Ng  Nf ). In
the presence of noise and CFO (δ), the nth received OFDM
sample including the CP is,
yn = ζn ei2πn/Ns + nn

, −Ng ≤ n ≤ Ns − 1,

(1)

(2)

where n is the additive noise. Although the noise n in the UAC
is typically non-Gaussian, it is approximated here as circular
white Gaussian with covariance matrix σn2 INs for algorithm
development purposes following [5], [8].
Assume the estimate of CFO ˆ is available from CFOE,
then CFO is removed in (2) by premultiplication, yielding
ỹ = E(ˆ
)H y. Then CE is performed by assuming there is no
residual CFO distortion in ỹ (ˆ
 = ). Note however that residual CFOE error is fully accounted for in the simulations. The
fundamental receiver blocks in Fig. 1 are now summarized.
1) Symbol Demapper (Detector) : Assume the estimate of
the channel f̂ ∈ CNf is available from CE, then f̂ and ỹ are
√
ˇ
converted into the frequency domain via FFT, ĥ = Ns Wf̂ ,
ˇ
z = Wỹ, where f̂ ∈ CNs is the zero-padded version of f̂ ,
followed by pilot removal. The extrinsic L-value of cj,i (the ith
coded bit of the jth data symbol dj ) at the “symbol demapper”
p(c =1)
in Fig. 1 is given by (3), where LA,DET (cj,i ) = log p(cj,i
j,i =0)
is the a priori L-value. The computation for LE,DET (cj,2 )
similarly follows (3). The conditional density is given by


1
p(zj |cj,1 , cj,2 , ĥj ) = c exp − 2 |zj − ĥj dj |2 . (4)
σn
Note that the eLA,DET (c) terms cancel out in (3) for Gray
mapping QPSK modulation, thus the dashed line in Fig. 1
can be deleted for QPSK.
2) LDPC Decoder: We consider the half-rate (672,336)
irregular LDPC code from the IEEE 802.16e standard [50].
The parameters of the code are in Table I, where bv,i (bc,i )
is the fraction of edges incident to variable (check) nodes of
degree dv,i (dc,i ) and where av,i (ac,i ) is fraction of variable
(check) nodes having degree dv,i (dc,i ). Dv (Dc ) is the number
of different variable (check) node degrees. The LDPC code
itself is usually decoded iteratively [47]–[49], and can be
viewed as a serially concatenated code with the inner variable
node decoder (VND) and the outer check node decoder (CND)
[49]. In Fig. 1, an upper VND produces
the ith extrinsic

L-value Li,E,V N D = LA,LDP C + j=i Lj,A,V N D where
LA,LDP C is the deinterleaved version of (3), Lj,A,V N D is the
jth a priori L-value going into the variable node (the edgeinterleaved version of Li,E,CN D ). A lower VND
 produces
the extrinsic decoder L-value LE,LDP C =
j Lj,A,V N D .
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LE,DET (cj,1 ) = log

p(zj |cj,1 = 1, cj,2 = 0, ĥj ) + p(zj |cj,1 = 1, cj,2 = 1, ĥj )eLA,DET (cj,2 )
p(zj |cj,1 = 0, cj,2 = 0, ĥj ) + p(zj |cj,1 = 0, cj,2 = 1, ĥj )eLA,DET (cj,2 )

A CND
produces the ith extrinsic L-value Li,E,CND =



Lj,A,CN D
Lj,A,CN D
)/(1 + j=i 1−e
)
log (1 − j=i 1−e
1+eLj,A,CN D
1+eLj,A,CN D
where Lj,A,CN D is the jth a priori L-value going into the
check node (the edge-deinterleaved version of Li,E,V N D ).
The extrinsic L-value at a node of degree dv at VND can be
calculated with dv additions. The L-value at a node of degree
dc at CND can be calculated with 2dc multiplications, if the
tanh and tanh−1 operations are executed by a 2-D lookup
table [55]. We refer to [49] for details.
3) Symbol Mapper: The tentative decisions are made from
the a posteriori decoder L-values via hard decisions and fed
back to the “symbol mapper”, which regenerates the OFDM
symbols for use by the CFO/channel estimators on the next
iteration. The performance improvement using soft instead of
hard decisions has been shown to be minimal in [31]–[33], and
we have obtained similar results in our receiver simulations.
C. Structures of Iterative Receivers
We consider three iterative receiver structures in Fig. 1.
The same CFOE and CE algorithms are used in all three.
At the first iteration, the CFO is estimated based on the CP
and the channel is estimated based on pilots as discussed in
Section III-A and IV-A. After LDPC decoding, the tentative
decisions are made using the a posteriori decoder L-values,
and the CFO/channel estimates are further refined as discussed
in Section III-B and IV-B.
The Type-1 iterative receiver in Fig. 1a follows the more
conventional approach. Multiple inner LDPC decoder iterations Nin are run for every Nout outer estimator/detector 
LDPC decoder iteration. (The SW is closed only when the
inner iterations are completed.) Note that we need to reset
the L-values at IA,V N D once the L-values at IE,LDP C are
calculated after Nin iterations in order to ensure that IE,LDP C
only depends on IA,LDP C for the EXIT chart computation
[56].
The Type-2 receiver corresponds to Fig. 1b with SW
permanently closed. We structure the receiver by combining
the estimators, the detector, and the VND as one “super
decoder” (left dashed box in the figure) following the proposed
architecture in [49]. Messages are thus exchanged between the
“super decoder” and the CND. The Type-2 receiver structure
has only one iterative decoding loop and the CFO/channel are
updated at every iteration. The Type-3 receiver is identical to
Type-2 but SW is closed only at every Nin th iteration. Note
that the Type-3 receiver is different from Type-1 in that the
LDPC decoder is not re-initialized.
Remarks : Both extrinsic probabilities and total a posteriori
probabilities (APPs) have been considered in the literature
for driving the iterative estimator. Only extrinsic information
is used for channel estimation in [29], [30]. However, we
need to distinguish between feedback to the estimator and
to the detector. Since the CFO/channel estimator works in a
decision-directed manner, better performance may result by
using the total log-APP as proposed in [31]–[34]. Feeding the

,
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(3)

total APP to the estimator does not result in direct feedback
of the intrinsic information to the decoder.
III. CFO E STIMATION
Coarse CFO estimation/correction is performed using
preambles as in [57]. The preamble CE is also performed
using Least Squares (LS). The number of significant channel
taps Nc corresponds to the Nc coefficients in f̂LS ∈ CNg with
largest magnitudes and whose sum power is .99 of the total
channel power. The delay spread Nf is estimated based on
the spread of coefficients thus selected.
A. Initial CFO estimation
Before the CP removal of a data OFDM symbol, initial
CFO estimation is performed. There are many CFO estimation
algorithms in the literature including [8], [18]. We chose CPaided CFOE [20]. However, other CFOE algorithms can be
utilized as a sub-block of the proposed receivers. Since the
CP is a replica of a part of the OFDM symbol, the offset in
(1) results in a phase shift of 2π between the CP and the
corresponding part of OFDM symbol. Since the first Nf − 1
samples of the CP are corrupted by ISI, only the ISI free
portion of the CP (last Ng − Nf + 1 samples) is used. By
using the CFO estimator in [20] and the received samples in
(1),
Ns −1
1 
∗
∠
(5)
yk−N
y .
ˆ =
s k
2π
k=Ns −1−Ng +Nf

If the true CFO  is close to ±0.5, there is a possibility the
initial CFOE returns ˆ with the wrong sign due to the 2π
ambiguity in (5). In order to prevent this effect, if |ˆ
| > 0.45
and decoding fails after the iteration process, the iterative
process is repeated using initial ˆ = −sgn(ˆ
)0.5.
B. Iterative CFO estimation
After decoding, hard decisions computed using
a posteriori L-values (LAP P,EST ) are fed back to the
“symbol mapper” in Fig. 1. Then the estimated symbols {dˆj }
and pilots are multiplexed such that ŝ = p + d̂ and converted
to the time domain via the IFFT t̂ = WH ŝ. In order to
estimate the CFO, the received signal is approximated as
ŷ ≈ E()FWH ŝ + n = E()T̂f + n,

(6)

where T̂ ∈ CNs ×Nf is a truncated circulant matrix with first
column given by t̂.
To obtain a robust CFO estimation algorithm, we
use the unconstrained LS channel estimate f̂LS =
(T̂H T̂)−1 T̂H E()H y. Substituting f̂LS into the cost function
||y − E()T̂f̂LS ||2 yields the CFO estimate,
ˆ = argmax yH E()T̂(T̂H T̂)−1 T̂H E()H y.

(7)



The offset ˆ can be found through a search in the interval
[−0.5, 0.5]. A similar algorithm is proposed in [8], but only
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pilots are utilized therein for CFOE. Since T has a circulant
structure and Ns  Nf , (7) can be completed in O(Ns Nf )
complex multiplications for each candidate value of .

be avoided by using the Orthogonal MP (OMP) algorithm
k
= [fˆq1 , fˆq2 , · · · , fˆqk ]T . At each iteration
[58]. Define f̂omp
after (10), the OMP re-computes the taps according to the
least-squares estimate using the subspace chosen by MP,

IV. C HANNEL E STIMATION - M ATCHING P URSUITS

k
H k
H
f̂omp
= (Akomp
Aomp )−1 Akomp
r,

A. Initial Estimation
The underwater channel is often sparse [44] with many
coefficients in f ∈ CNf having negligible values. We develop
the time domain CE technique for fine channel tracking based
on Matching Pursuits in order to exploit this sparsity. The MP
algorithm [38]–[43] gives a sub-optimal estimate by detecting
the best aligned signal subspace and canceling the effect of the
detected subspace iteratively. The MP algorithm for OFDM
CE is now derived.
Define N ∈ Z Ns ×Ns as a diagonal matrix with kth entry
equal to 1 if sk is a pilot and 0 otherwise. Define r = Gỹ,
where ỹ = E(ˆ
)H y is the offset-corrected received signal
from (2) and G = WH NW. Then assuming zero CFO error,
r only depends on the pilots p as follows.
r  G(FWH s + n)
= WH N(WFWH )(p + d) + ñ

(8)

= FWH p + ñ.
In (8), we used the fact that the frequency domain channel
matrix WFWH = H is diagonal since F is a circulant
matrix. We first develop the MP algorithm then proceed to
discuss the Orthogonal MP version. Define a = WH p and
rewrite (8) as,
r = Af + ñ,
(9)
where A ∈ CNs ×Nf is a truncated circulant matrix with first
column given by a. In order to have a unique solution for
f , rank(A) = Nf must be satisfied. It is straight forward to
show that at least Nf pilots are required for rank(A) = Nf
[21].
At the first stage of the MP algorithm, r is multiplied by
AH . Define v1 = AH r and B = AH A. We first find the
column in the matrix A which is best aligned with the signal
vector, and this index is denoted q1 . Then the projection of q1
is removed from v1 and the residual v2 is obtained. Now the
column in A, which is best aligned with v2 , is found and a
new residual q2 , is formed. At the kth iteration, qk is given
by,
|(vk )l |2
qk = argmax
.
(10)
||(A)l ||2
l
The channel coefficient estimate at position qk is,
fˆqk =

(vk )qk
.
||(A)qk ||2

(11)

The new residual vector is then computed as,
vk+1 = vk − (B)qk fˆqk .

(12)

Nf for a
Steps (10)-(12) are repeated Nc times with Nc
sparse channel.
Since the columns of A chosen from (10) are generally not
orthogonal, the estimates in (11) may not give the minimal
residual error. It is also possible to re-select a previously
selected tap, which slows convergence. These problems can

(13)

where Akomp  [Aq1 Aq2 · · · Aqk ]. The new residual vector is
then computed as,
k
vk+1 = v1 − (B)[q1 ,··· ,qk ] f̂omp
.

(14)

The OMP algorithm requires additional computation due to
the matrix inverse. However, we demonstrated that the OMP
algorithm outperforms the original MP in [38]. We also refer
to [38] where simulation results suggest that time-domain
MP is superior to conventional frequency-domain CE using
interpolation methods, and thus the additional complexity of
MP and OMP is warranted. The convergence properties of MP
and OMP algorithm are discussed in [59]. It is readily shown
that MP/OMP is locally convergent (although not necessarily
to the ML solution), since the error norm ||r − Af̂ k || is a nonincreasing descent function by design. Furthermore, MP/OMP
chooses the index qk in (10) on each iteration that leads to
the greatest decrease in this error norm. It is shown that
the MP algorithm outperforms LS estimation in [41] if the
channel is sparse as will be further verified using the proposed
receiver in Section VI. The OMP algorithm requires O(Ns Nc )
complex multiplies, while O(Ns Nf ) are needed for LSE, thus
significant computational saving is achieved if the channel is
sparse.
B. Iterative Channel Estimation
Based on the iterative CFOE discussed in III-B, the CFO
is corrected and (O)MP algorithm is performed based on
tentative decisions obtained from the a posteriori LDPC
decoder L-value-based hard decisions. We apply the same
(O)MP algorithm as described above, but N is replaced by
the identity matrix INs in (8), and A, B are replaced by T̂,
T̂H T̂ respectively in (9)-(14). That is, the tentative decisions
are treated as pilots in the iterative CE.
V. I TERATIVE R ECEIVER D ESIGN WITH EXIT CHART
The design of iterative estimators/decoders is of necessity
somewhat Ad hoc. However, using the EXIT chart method
[49], [60], we are able to evaluate convergence and compare
the iterative receiver structures in Fig. 1. All the results in
this section are based on the LDPC code introduced in Table
I. However, we assume the code block length is infinite,
which is common for the EXIT chart analysis. The L-values
corresponding to IE,DET are assumed to correspond to a
binary channel, with output y = ±1 + v, where v is Gaussian
[60], [61]. The distribution of the approximate L-value 2y/σv2
is then Gaussian with μ = E[y] satisfying μ = σy2 /2.
Although the actual detector L-values are not Gaussian due to
the random multipath channel, the Gaussian assumption has
nevertheless proven accurate in a wide range of applications,
e.g. [49], [56]. We assume the uniform CFO and sparse
multipath channel with Nc = 8 as in Section VI.
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A. Type-1 Receiver
The EXIT curve of the “LDPC decoder” in Fig. 1a is
obtained via density evolution [56], [61], [62] and plotted in
Fig. 2. We choose Nin = 25 for practical implementation
without losing significant performance. Next, we generate
the EXIT curve of the “estimator/detector” in Fig. 1a. The
extrinsic information from one component becomes a priori
information at the other component, thus IE,LDP C → IA,DET
and IE,DET → IA,LDP C . The mutual information supplied to
the estimator, IAP P,EST is approximated as


2
2
−1
−1
[J (IA,DET )] + [J (IE,DET )] ,
IAP P,EST ≈ J
(15)
where IA,DET and IE,DET are assumed independent. The
function J(σch ) = H(X) − H(X|Lch(Y )) for Y = X +
N where X = ±1 with equal probability, N is zero-mean
Gaussian noise with variance σn2 , and the channel L-value
Lch (Y ) is again Gaussian with mean ±2/σn2 and variance
2
σch
= 4/σn2 . Efficient numerical approximations to J(σch )
are given in [49]. Since IE,DET is given as a function of
IA,DET , IAP P,EST in (15) is actually a function of IA,DET
only. For the EXIT curve of the “estimator/detector” in Fig. 1a,
simulations are conducted as follows. For 0 < IA,DET < 1,
IE,DET is first determined using the EXIT curve with Nin =
25 and the corresponding IAP P,EST is calculated by (15).
Then LAP P,EST is generated as a Gaussian random variable
2
−1
2
with variance σAP
(IAP P,EST )]2 and mean σAP
P = [J
P /2,
followed by the hard decision device. The detector, CFOE and
CE are then simulated using the hard decisions, the received
vector y, and the uniform CFO and Rayleigh channel model
in Section VI.
The analysis/simulation approach above yields an EXIT
chart. This chart is now used to show that improved power
allocation between pilots and symbols can be found. The pilot
symbols are equispaced and equipowered as suggested in [53].
In [50]–[52], the power of each pilot subcarrier (Ep = |pk |2 ) is
boosted over data subcarrier power (Ed = |dk |2 ) for rapidly
varying channels to ensure estimation quality. However, the
power allocation to the pilots can be further reduced for the
iterative receiver, such that Ep /Ed < 1 as shown below.
Consider the EXIT chart given in Fig. 2. The total pilot
plus data symbol power is fixed, and 0.78 or 0.91 of the
total transmit power is allocated to data √
symbols, which
corresponds to Ep /Ed = 2, Ep /Ed = 1/ 2 respectively.
For Ep /Ed = 2 at 1.6 dB of SNR, the EXIT curve of the
“estimator/detector” is almost horizontal: The MI with initial
estimates ( IE,DET at IA,DET = 0 ) is only slightly less than
the MI with perfect symbols ( IE,DET at IA,DET = 1 ). The
flatness of the ‘estimator/detector” curve means that if reliable
initial estimates are provided, its MI can converge quickly.

Type 1

0.58
0.56
0.54

est/det node, E /E = 2
p

IE,DET, IA,LDPC

Note that the LDPC code used here is rather short to
facilitate practical implementation. Generally, code lengths of
105 bits or greater are required so that convergence thresholds
from the EXIT chart and actual performance are in good
agreement. The EXIT chart analysis for a short code is
still valid, but the accuracy is limited [27]. We restrict our
discussion to asymptotic performance comparisons.
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Fig. 2: Type-1 EXIT chart : Pilot power allocation comparison
at 1.6 dB of SNR.

However if initial channel information is less accurate, the
iterative receiver cannot get over the EXIT bottleneck, even
though many iterations are provided. The flatness of the
curve limits the enhancement of the iterative process, and the
resulting EXIT bottleneck in Fig. 2 suggests a high rate of
decoding failure.
The EXIT curve with Ep /Ed = 0.707 is also shown
in Fig. 2 at the same SNR. The initial estimates are less
reliable than the Ep /Ed = 2 case, since CFOE/CE uses
only the lower-power pilot symbols. Therefore worse performance is initially expected for the non-iterative processing.
However, we observe that LDPC decoding (see the vertical
arrow) provides more reliable information since the power
of the data is larger than in the Ep /Ed = 2 scheme. The
difference between the MI with initial estimates ( IE,DET at
IA,DET = 0 ) and the MI with perfect symbols ( IE,DET
at IA,DET = 1 ) is now significant. Even though the initial
estimates are less reliable than the Ep /Ed = 2 case, successive
iterations yield more reliable information. We observe that the
Ep /Ed = 0.707 system is not subject to an EXIT bottleneck.
However, note that if Ep /Ed is too small, then the iterative
receiver will also result in decoding failures due to unreliable
initial CFO/channel estimates.
In [49], it is shown that the area between the EXIT curves
can be interpreted as degradation in MI from capacity, and the
capacity approaching optimal code is designed by matching
the two curves. We interpret the power allocation technique
as another dimension to consider for the optimal design of
the iterative estimation process: We are attempting to match
the EXIT curves via power allocation. Further power ratio
optimization is straightforward by the EXIT chart analysis.
However, this is out of scope of the paper, since we are
implementing the hardware with short length codes.
B. Type-2 Receiver
The details of the Type-2 EXIT curve generation are provided in Appendix A. In Fig. 3a, the EXIT chart for the Type2 receiver with Ep /Ed = 2 is plotted. The “non-iterative
est.” plot means that we compute CP and pilot-aided initial
estimates and then proceed with LDPC decoding without the
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Fig. 3: Type-2 EXIT chart at 1.6 dB of SNR.
subsequent iterative estimation step (SW open). We observe
that iterative estimation provides a slightly wider gap, which
shows the gain from iterative estimation is negligible in the
case of high pilot power. The EXIT chart with Ep /Ed = 0.707
is in Fig. 3b. We see the clear benefits of iterative estimation
with the increasing gaps between the two EXIT curves. The
non-iterative estimation receiver fails to decode due to the
bottleneck while iterative estimation overcomes the EXIT
bottleneck. At 1.6 dB of SNR, Ep /Ed = 2 fails to decode,
and Ep /Ed = 0.707 succeeds, as similarly seen in the Type-1
receiver.
C. Convergence Behavior Comparisons
The EXIT chart for both receiver types with Ep /Ed =
0.707 is in Fig. 4. At an SNR of 1 dB, the Type-2 receiver can
get through the EXIT bottleneck, while the Type-1 receiver
does not converge. This suggests better performance of the
Type-2 receiver at low SNRs. The performance in Fig. 4a
results from the Type-1 receiver resetting the internal decoder
values at every outer iteration. Since the Type-2 receiver in
Fig. 4b does not reset the internal decoder L-values, the MI
after the nth iteration corresponds to n iterations of LDPC
decoding with n progressively updated estimates, yielding
better performance. Note that the Type-2 receiver requires
significantly more computation than Type-1, since CFOE/CE
is performed at every iteration. (see Table II) On the other
hand, the performance improvement for Type-1 in Fig. 4a
is limited, even when sufficient computations (iterations) are
provided.
D. Type-3 Receiver
We further reduce the computational complexity from the
Type-2 receiver by closing the SW in Fig. 1b only at every
Nin th iteration. Since re-estimation is performed after the

LDPC decoding of Nin iterations, more refined tentative
decisions are provided to the CFOE/CE compared to the Type2 receiver. This computationally efficient method also can
reduce error propagation due to the unmatured decoder outputs
[33], thus the Type-3 is designed in a balanced way such that
the estimator and the decoder interact efficiently by passing
more refined messages. A similar design was proposed in [33]
for Turbo codes, where iterative estimates are computed only
if certain criteria are met. The basic difference between Type1 and Type-3 is that the LDPC decoder does not re-initialize
at each iteration. Unfortunately, the EXIT chart analysis of
the Type-3 receiver is not feasible since the “super decoder”
output varies as the iteration proceeds, thus the Type-3 “super
decoder” is a time-varying system. In order to make the EXIT
chart analysis tractable, each component should be a time
(iteration) invariant system, so that the one-to-one input/output
relation of the individual components can be found [60]. The
performance of the Type-3 receiver will be provided by BER
simulations below instead.
VI. R ESULTS
The system specification for simulations is in Table I. The
system is designed so that one OFDM symbol contains one
codeword. In simulations, the channel and CFO are generated
independently for each OFDM symbol. The channel is generated by random Nc = 8 nonzero tap locations out of Nf = 40
(corresponding to 10 ms in hardware implementation), with
each nonzero tap undergoing Rayleigh fading, as similarly
modeled in [9], [10]. The CFO is uniformly generated in the
range of [-0.5 0.5].
The OMP algorithm is used for the initial/iterative channel
estimations. After LDPC encoding, we apply a bit-wise block
interleaving (Π1 ) adopted from the IEEE 802.16e standard
[50]. We provide the BER of the clairvoyant receiver with
perfect CFO/channel knowledge and LDPC decoding with 500
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Fig. 4: Performance comparison with EXIT chart at 1 dB with Ep /Ed = 0.707.
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Fig. 5: BERs of Type-1 Receiver with different outer iterations
Nout at Ep /Ed = 2.

Fig. 6: BERs of Type-1 Receiver with different outer iterations
Nout at Ep /Ed = 0.707.

iterations (“Perfect CSI” plots) as a benchmark. The pilots
are sent but not utilized for CFOE/CE in this clairvoyant
case. Since the LDPC code here is rather short, the simulation
results and the thresholds from the EXIT chart do not match
exactly. However, the comparative behavior of the iterative
receivers is in good agreement as shown below.

time-domain least squares channel estimation (LSE), instead
of OMP, is also plotted in Fig. 5. We observe poor performance
of LSE compared to OMP, since the former does not exploit
the sparsity of the channel. The performance of LSE is limited
even for iterative processing due to the poor initial estimates.
For Ep /Ed = 0.707 in Fig. 6, we see much larger performance
increases between successive Nout , implying that the iterative
process is more effective. However, more than 10 outer
iterations only slightly improve performance. The performance
is further compared in Fig. 7, for the Type-1 receiver for
different combinations of inner/outer iterations and pilot power
allocation. The BER results for the non-iterative receiver with
500 inner LDPC iterations for each pilot scheme are plotted.
Note that Nin > 500 does not further decrease BER. We first
observe that the iterative processing outperforms non-iterative.
Regardless of Ep /Ed , we observe that iterative processing

A. Type-1 Receiver
We set Nin = 25 for the Type-1 receiver. The BERs of the
Type-1 receiver with Ep /Ed = 2 are in Fig. 5. We observe
that the iterative process yields progressively lower error rates
as Nout increases; however, the gain from successive outer
iterations becomes negligible. This implies that the power
of the iterative processing has not been fully exploited, as
predicted by the EXIT chart analysis. The performance with
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Fig. 8: BERs : Performance Comparison at Ep /Ed = 0.707.

TABLE II: Computations of each block at each call, for
(N, K) LDPC code.

TABLE III: Underwater Test Results

Blocks
CFO estimator
Channel estimator
LDPC VND
LDPC CND

number of flops
O(M Ns Nf ) complex (M -point CFO search)
complex
 O(Ns Nc )
N ( i dv,i av,i )( i dv,i bv,i ) real
2K( i dc,i ac,i )( i dc,i bc,i ) real

significantly improves the performance. Second, we observe
Ep /Ed = 2 is better than Ep /Ed = 0.707 for the non-iterative
case. This is because the non-iterative receiver only utilizes
the pilots for estimation. Third, however, Ep /Ed = 0.707
is better than Ep /Ed = 2 for iterative processing, as we
predicted from the EXIT chart analysis. The behavior of
Ep /Ed = 1 is between Ep /Ed = 2 and Ep /Ed = 0.707.
The arrows show the performance increase for each pilot
allocation scheme. Therefore, the optimal power allocation
for the iterative receiver can be quite different from power
allocation schemes for the non-iterative receiver. We observe
Ep /Ed = 0.707, Nout = 10 performs 0.45 dB better than
Ep /Ed = 2, Nout = 10, at a BER of 3 · 10−4 . In practical
implementations, about 11% of the transmitted power can be
thus saved with the same performance. Since similar behavior
is observed for the other types of receivers, we next report only
BER results after reaching the maximum number of iterations.
B. Performance Comparison
The computational complexity of each block is in Table
II for comparative study of the three proposed receivers. The
CFOE is the main bottleneck in overall receiver computations.
The BERs of all proposed receivers with Ep /Ed = 0.707
are provided in Fig. 8. For all three, the CND node is run
275 times. For the Type-3 receiver, SW is closed at every
25th iteration (Nin = 25). In these settings, the computational
difference between Type-1 and Type-3 is negligible. The Type3 receiver only needs additional add operations at the upper
VND at each outer iteration, which is negligible in terms of
overall receiver operation. However, Type-2 needs many more
computations, since CFOE/CE is run 275 times for Type-2, in
contrast to 11 times for Type-1 and Type-2.
We observe the Type-1 receiver BER in Fig. 8 is slightly
worse than the others, while both Type-2 and Type-3 receivers

OMP uncoded BER
spline uncoded BER
OMP LDPC-coded BER
spline LDPC-coded BER

Ep /Ed = 2
0.0036
0.0055
0
0

Ep /Ed = 0.707
0.0045
0.0119
0
0

yield almost the same BER. Type-2 and Type-3 perform 0.31
dB better than Type-1 at a BER of 3 · 10−4 and about 0.18 dB
away from the perfect CSI case. The inferior performance of
Type-1 results from the resetting of internal decoder values at
every outer iteration. The Type-2 receiver is not preferred due
to its computational complexity. The Type-3 receiver offers
the best overall performance and the improved performance is
obtained at the cost of marginal complexity over Type-1.
C. Underwater tests
Underwater tests were conducted at Viapahu Lagoon in
Moorea, French Polynesia. The OFDM system specification
for tests is given in Table I. The transmitter and the receiver
were set on the lagoon floor and anchored eliminating physical
movement. The depth is about 3m at both locations, the
distance is about 330m, and waves and currents were calm.
A preamble is included at the start of every packet which
contains 25 OFDM data symbols. Timing synchronization is
performed by matched filtering to the preamble. The measured
delay spread was up to 1.5 ms and 0.5 Hz of maximum
Doppler spread was observed. Note that the bottom was
mainly coral sand whose lossy nature suppressed multiple
surface-bottom interactions.
Since up/down conversion was performed by software, there
is minimal CFO due to local oscillator mismatch in the hardware. Indeed, the estimated CFOs are well within ˆ < 0.01.
The measured SNR was about 21.8 dB. The average BER
in the field tests are in Table III. A conventional frequency
domain CE method based on spline cubic interpolation is also
listed as “spline uncoded”. First, we observe that OMP CE outperforms the conventional frequency-domain interpolation CE
regardless of the pilot power, showing that the OMP algorithm
is more suitable in the UAC. Second, Ep /Ed = 2 performs
better than Ep /Ed = 0.707 for both CE algorithms. This is
reasonable since the estimates are not very accurate with low
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Measurement based simulations

0

data for iterative processing. The optimized power allocation
strategy for the iterative receiver can be quite different from
that of the non-iterative receiver. The asymptotic convergence
behavior of different realizations of the iterative receiver was
also compared. While all proposed receivers offer excellent
performance, the Type-3 receiver is slightly better at the
cost of slightly higher complexity than Type-1. Underwater
field tests were also conducted. However, testing in more
severe underwater environments is required to fully explore
the benefits of iterative decoding/estimation.
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Fig. 9: BERs : Recorded underwater tests with added white
noise.
pilot power in non-iterative estimation. Finally, with LDPC
decoding, we obtained zero BER for both pilot arrangements.
Unfortunately, limitations at the Moorea testbed precluded full
testing of iterative processing. Due to the limited distances
available, the SNR was sufficiently high that the BER was
effectively zero with one LDPC decoding and zero iteration,
thus no iterative processing was necessary. Moving platforms
with longer distance (or less transmit power) are needed in
order to measure the robustness to the time-varying CFO and
multipath channel.
In order to better predict the benefits of the iterative receiver
in the field, we provide the measurement-based simulation
results in Fig. 9 by adding simulated white Gaussian noise to
the recorded signal in the underwater tests. First, we observe
the BER of the uncoded, non-iterative receiver (No codingOMP) is not acceptable at low SNR. Fig. 9 clearly indicates
the need for LDPC encoding and iterative processing for
longer-range UWAC channels where the SNR will be lower.
Second, we observe Ep /Eb = 0.707 performs better than
Ep /Eb = 2 regardless of the receiver type as predicted by
pure simulation results. Note Ep /Eb = 2 is slightly better
for the non-iterative case. Finally, the Type-2 and 3 receivers
are better than the Type-1 for both pilot allocation schemes.
Generally, the behavior of the curves well matches the pure
simulation results. However, there is about a 2dB shift of
SNR compared to Fig. 8. Also, the Type-2 receiver is slightly
better than the Type-3 for Ep /Eb = 0.707, while Type-2 and
3 showed almost identical performance in pure simulations.
The discrepancies between the pure simulation results and
noise-augmented field tests may arise due to the non-Gaussian
underwater noise. However, definite conclusions about the
relative superiority of Type 2 and 3 cannot be inferred due
to the testbed limitations.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, iterative LDPC-coded OFDM receivers with
CFO and channel estimation are designed for the UAC. A
Matching Pursuit channel estimator is developed for the sparse
underwater channel. We demonstrated the use of the EXIT
chart to optimize the power allocation between pilot and

We would like to thank Tricia Fu, Daniel Doonan, Chris
Utley in Prof. Hua Lees group in UCSB and Bridget Benson,
Prof. Ryan Kastner in UCSD for the field test and the Moorea
LTER for the use of their test facilities.
A PPENDIX A
T YPE -2 R ECEIVER EXIT C HART
1) LDPC CND: For the EXIT curve of the “LDPC CND”
in Fig. 1b, the output extrinsic information can be approximated as [49],


dc − 1 · J −1 (1 − IA,CN D ) ,
IE,CN D (IA,CN D , dc ) = 1−J
(16)
where dc is the degree of the check node. Since we use
a check-irregular LDPC code, we approximate IE,CN D by
averaging over bc,i such that,
Dc

IE,CN D (IA,CN D ) ≈

bc,i · IE,CN D (IA,CN D , dc,i ). (17)
i=1

2) Super Decoder: IE,CN D becomes IA,V N D , the input
of the “super decoder”. For the EXIT curve of the “super
decoder” in Fig. 1b, the lower VND of degree dv maps 0 <
IA,V N D < 1 into


dv · J −1 (IA,V N D ) . (18)
IE,LDP C (IA,V N D , dv ) = J
We average IE,LDP C in (18) by av,i such that,
Dv

IE,LDP C (IA,V N D ) =

av,i · IE,LDP C (IA,V N D , dv,i ),
i=1

(19)
then IE,LDP C → IA,DET . The next step is to obtain
IAP P,EST , which requires IA,DET from (19) and IE,DET
from the previous iteration. However, IE,DET from the previous iteration (the internal value of the “super decoder”) is not
available in the EXIT chart analysis. Thus we approximate
the previous IE,DET based on the LDPC decoder EXIT
curve. The appropriate choice of Nin in obtaining IE,DET
is discussed next.
We temporarily denote the previous IE,DET as
I˜A,LDP C , and IA,DET as IE,LDP C for notational
brevity since the terms are functionally equivalent.
Then the approximated value of I˜A,LDP C can be
obtained via I˜A,LDP C = K−1 (IE,LDP C , Nin = ∞),
where IE,LDP C = K(IA,LDP C , Nin ), and its inverse,
IA,LDP C = K−1 (IE,LDP C , Nin ). This is the minimum
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IAP P,EST (IA,V N D ) = J

[J −1


2
(IE,LDP C (IA,V N D ))] + J −1 (I˜A,LDP C )

possible value of the true IA,LDP C , required to generate a
given IE,LDP C and corresponds to a worst-case simulation
of the “super decoder” EXIT curve as further justified below.
We plotted the minimum bound of the “super decoder”
EXIT curve in Figs. 3 and 4b since the minimum bound is
more meaningful for observing convergence behavior. Having
approximated I˜A,LDP C , IAP P,EST is obtained by (20).
Next, the new IE,DET is obtained by simulations using
hard decisions generated from L-values corresponding to (20)
and the receiver input y, as in the previous Type-1 receiver
EXIT chart generation. The MI IE,DET is thus a function
of IAP P,EST , SNR, and Ep /Ed . The MI IAP P,EST is a
function of IA,V N D , yielding IE,DET as an implicit function,
IE,DET (IA,V N D , SNR, Ep /Ed ). The resulting EXIT curve of
the “super decoder” is obtained and given by [49],
IE,V N D (IA,V N D , IE,DET , dv )


 −1
2  −1
2
(dv − 1) J (IA,V N D ) + J (IE,DET )
=J
.
(21)
Finally, we average IE,V N D by bv,i such that (22) is true. In
short, we obtained the EXIT curve of the “super decoder”, in
the form
(23)
IE,V N D (IA,V N D , SNR, Ep /Ed ).
We now go back to the problem of modeling I˜A,LDP C .
Consider the EXIT curves of the LDPC decoder with different
Nin s. In order to generate a given IE,LDP C , the least required
input IA,LDP C is obtained when the Nin = ∞ LDPC decoding is applied. Therefore, I˜A,LDP C = K−1 (I˜E,LDP C , ∞) is
the minimum possible value of the true IA,LDP C , yielding
the worst-case IAP P,EST from (20). Furthermore, since the
EXIT curves of the “estimator/detector” and upper VND are
monotonically increasing functions, the “super decoder” EXIT
curve using this worst-case value I˜A,LDP C is the minimum
bound of the true “super decoder” EXIT curve. With the same
reasoning, modeling I˜A,LDP C = K−1 (IE,LDP C , Nin = 1)
yields the maximum bound of the true “super decoder” EXIT
curve. However, we observed the bounds are tight in our
problem: the MI difference is on the order of 10−3 .
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